
HydraTarp  11 MIL Heavy Duty Clear

About Watershed Innovations
Watershed Innovations was founded in 2008
with the goal of creating user-friendly products
that protect valuable property and land from
water damage. Our customers include
construction companies, agricultural 
entities, manufacturing facilities, premiere
hotels, the military, and other organizations 
that have large-scale water protection needs.

DON'T WORRY - WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED!

HydraTarp Heavy Duty - Reversible Clear

Rugged Reversible Waterproof Design

Not your typical tarp -- HydraTarps are built to last

No Compromises - Built for Applications that Require Natural Light & Visibility  

Reinforced Nylon Corners

Double reinforced corners with rope hem
along all four edges. UV Protection Layer
for added protection of assets and longer

tarp life

Thick Rope Along Edges

We heat seal a thick nylon rope 
along all the edges or our tarps. 

This minimizes tarp shearing and tearing
as the material wears and adds significant 

overall strength to the covering.

Corrosive Free Strong 
Grommets Spaced Every 18"

HydraTarps have hardened grommets spaced 
at 18" intervals (instead of 24" spacing), 

the additional grommets provide additional 
tie down options and spread the stress over 

a greater area allowing less stress per grommet.

Waterproof and Reversible

HydraTarp Heavy Duty Clear tarps are
designed for general purpose use and

are manufactured with industrial grade
materials that are built to last.

Designed to allow for both visibility and coverage, these heavy
duty clear tarps are manufactured with industrial grade

materials and built to last. This clear tarp lets the light in while
keeping the rain and wind out. Strong and sturdy, you'll have
the protection of premium material weight (5 oz per square

yard), 11 mil thickness, and a 3 x 3 mesh weave.



Material Specifications
Weight - 5 oz per Sq Yd.

Thickness - 11 Mil
Cross Weave 3X3

Color - Reversible Clear
 

Nylon reinforced corners
Thick Rope Heat Sealed in Edges
Strong Corrosive Free Grommets
every 18"
UV Protection on both sides
100% Waterproof

Designed to be abused
 

Tie this thing down tight with real
tie downs, it can take it. If your
application requires more than

twine to tie down your tarp or you
are looking for something to last

many cold winters and hot
summers, our 11 mil Clear
HydraTarp can handle it.

This is No Box Store Tarp
 

This waterproof, reversible Tarp
can be installed with either side
facing up. This clear 11 mil Tarp

can protect from more than just the
sun and rain and can withstand

falling branches and other
unwanted objects without tearing.

Perfect for situations where you want transmission of light or visibility of covered area.

Clear HydraTarps were Designed to Provide Protection with Light Transmission

Not Your Typical Tarp
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HydraTarp - Full Length Tarp

Clearly, this tarp has you covered.

Multipurpose usage

 Designed to let the light in while
enhancing visibility of covered

content, these tarps offer industrial
grade protection from wind and rain.
Often used to protect canopies and
patios, these tarps are also popular
for outdoor camping, gardens, RV's,

trucks, and trailers.

The HydraTarp Difference
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